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ABSTRACT
The language that designers use reflects the design process that they engage in, and analysis of this
language can provide valuable insights into the design process. The objective of this study is to
measure aspects of the design process by extracting information from designers’ discussion. This
research proposes a method to describe the progress of the conceptual design process based on text
analysis and information analysis. This study uses word frequencies to represent the evolution of the
selection of design alternatives, and information entropy to model the “certainty” of these design
choices. An example is given of a real-world team working on the design of a large-scale system
architecture problem in an industry setting. Preliminary results of the experiment suggest that this
approach to representing the interplay between possible design choices may be useful in determining
the progress of early stage design process and understanding the certainty of a design choice.
Keywords: Design Process, Text Analysis, Concept Selection
1
INTRODUCTION
One view of the early stage of design is that it is concerned primarily with the generation and selection
of solutions to meet requirements [1]. It has been suggested that 75% of the final production costs are
committed in this stage of design [2], giving the preliminary design phase an important role in the
overall design process. A common assumption in design is that good design process leads to good
design outcome. A range of methods exist for the overall design process, including Quality Function
Deployment [3], Axiomatic Design [4], and Systematic Design [5], as well as methods specifically for
concept generation such as TRIZ [6]. Many metrics exist to assess the outcome of design, such as
product or system performance and concept quality [7, 8]. The aim of this study is to examine the
viability of metrics for the design process by analyzing the language that design teams use. The
language that designers use may reflect the design process and analysis of it can provide valuable
insights into the design process [9, 10]. The method proposed is a step towards describing the
evolution of the conceptual design process over time based on text analysis and information analysis
[11, 12]. This study uses word frequencies to represent the evolution of the selection of design
alternatives, and information entropy to model the “certainty” of these design choices. This work
examines the transcribed discussions of a team designing a large-scale system architecture in an
industry setting.
The two research questions explored are:
• What does the evolution of design alternative choices over time look like?
In early stage design, teams typically generate a number of initial concepts and then choose
among them, often iterating on the process. What might this process of generation and selection
look like graphically speaking? Consider the number of ideas generated during the conceptual
design process. It might be expected that the total number of ideas would increase during the
concept generation phase and decrease in the concept selection phase as less desirable ideas are
weeded out. In the case of the system architecture problem presented in this paper, the focus is on
the trade-offs among a smaller number of alternatives rather than on concept generation. It would
be anticipated that the volume of concepts would oscillate over time as decisions and trade-offs
are made. This study considers the frequency of word occurrences for multiple design alternatives
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during design discussion to understand the evolution of alternatives in the conceptual design
process.
• How does selection certainty of a design choice change over time?
Often during conceptual design, there is ambiguity as to whether a design choice is
completely settled or “final”. Ambiguity may be valuable in the early stages of design because it
can present design freedom. At the same time, understanding the certainty of design choice can
help a design progress more efficiently. To gain insight into the certainty of design selections, this
study uses information entropy to represent selection certainty. It is expected that design selections
become more and more certain as discussions progress over the course of a design process.
2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Text Analysis
There is a great deal of work in computer science that examines ways of extracting and categorizing
collections of text documents. Riloff [13] proposed algorithms for automatic text categorization and
domain-specific dictionaries. Kitamura et al [14] described a semantic network for representing the
functionality of engineering devices. Hearst [15] examined approaches to generate useful groupings.
Word similarity and semantic analysis also play a key role in text analysis. Many statistical word
similarity measurements have been formulated [16-20], and one well-known application tool is
WordNet [21], which is an online lexical reference system used in semantic analysis and information
analysis across many domains. While these approaches are important and useful for informing the
work described in this study, they are less relevant to representing evolution specifically for design.
2.2 Text Analysis in Design Process
Several researchers have examined design process through surveys [22] and coding of design journals
[23]. This study takes a slightly different approach to assessing design process by analyzing the text
generated during design. Dong [24, 25] performed Latent Semantic Analysis on design documentation
and verbal communication in design teams to express the coherence of design team documents.
Correlations were found between more coherent design documentation and better design outcomes.
Simpson, et al [26] explored the relationship between the design freedom and the information certainty
in the early stage of the design process. Chiu and Shu [27] linked design process language using
WordNet as a framework, and built corresponding lexical relationships. Yang, et al [10] examined
approaches for the automatic generation of thesauri to improve design information retrieval. Perhaps
most closely related to the work described in this paper are the efforts of Song, et al [28], who viewed
engineering design as a process of “story telling” and depicted the coherence evolution of the design
team in the design process. This study builds on previous design text analysis work, and differs in that
it focuses on transcripts of designers rather than with the documentation explicitly created by
designers, and also uses both text and information analysis to understand design choice evolution and
certainty.
3

METHODS

3.1 Assumptions
This study makes several simplifying assumptions:
Assumption 1: It is assumed that during the design process, what designers say generally corresponds
with what they think. This is an implicit assumption of protocol studies of designers [29].
Assumption 2: It is assumed that all major design alternatives for a concept selection problem are
largely known a priori. While this is probably not true for many early stage design problems, it is a
reasonable assumption for a large-scale system re-design problem such as described in this study
because they often limit the number of design alternatives under consideration to ones that have been
used in the past.
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Assumption 3: It is assumed that the more frequently a designer says an alternative, the higher the
likelihood it will be chosen for the design, and this relationship between word frequency and selection
probability is linear. In other words, people tend to talk more about the design alternative they choose.
3.2 Experimental Study and Data Collection
This study examines a real-world design team working on the design of a large-scale space system
architecture. This design team was composed of approximately 15 experienced scientists and
engineers of different disciplines working together in a co-located, highly concurrent setting. The team
had collaborated on several similar projects in the past. The project took place over three 3-hour
sessions spaced out over several weeks. This study focuses on the audio-recorded utterances of one
member of the team as he explained his design decision-making process in detail to a novice member
of his team. This recording was transcribed into a text document of approximately 28,000 words. All
data was time coded. In the transcript, the primary team member talked nearly 85% of the time, and
four other members made up the remainder.
3.3

Text and Information Analysis Methods

3.3.1 Design selection evolution

The design project included two design component selection problems, X and Y. For each selection
problem, there were 3 alternative candidates. Let XA, XB, XC be the alternative candidates to be chosen
for Problem X, and YA, YB, YC be the alternative candidates to be chosen for Y. Much of the design
process involved making trade-offs among all the alternative candidates before finally selecting one of
three candidates for each design component selection problem (X and Y). The word occurrences of all
six alternatives were collected and plotted over time. In this study, the design process is divided into
fixed time intervals. These frequencies provided a sense of how much a concept was discussed, and
the frequencies of all 3 terms together gave an idea of overall evolution of design choices.
3.3.2 Design selection certainty

For each design alternative in a discussion, the probability that each alternative will be chosen can be
calculated based on Assumption 3. Suppose in a selection problem with n alternatives, the design
process is divided into m time intervals. Let Pij be the probability with which designers prefer to select
the alternative j (j = 1…n) in the ith (i = 1…m) time interval, then Pij can be inferred using maximum
likelihood estimation [30] as in Equation 1:
Pij =

fij

(1)

n

∑ fij
j =1

where fij is the number of occurrences of the alternative j in the time interval i. With the above
probability of occurrences of alternatives, the alternative j is the most likely to occur fij times if the
other alternatives of the same design selection problem occur with certain frequencies.
In a typical design selection process, it might be expected that a choice starts out with relatively low
certainty, and becomes more certain towards the end of a project. Information entropy [31] is a
measurement of the amount of uncertainty about an event associated with a given probability
distribution. The lower the value of information entropy, the more certain the design choice is.
Assumption 2 guarantees the completeness of the alternatives in the design selection problem. Let Ki
be the selection variable in the ith time interval, whose value can be chosen from the alternative range
{1, 2, …, n} for a component selection problem with n alternatives. The probability of each alternative
of being chosen is known from Equation 1, then the entropy value of the selection variable Ki can be
calculated as in Equation 2.
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n

entropy ( K i ) = −∑ Pij log 2 Pij
j =1

(2)

Equation 2 explains how “certain” one design choice is in the ith time interval. Entropy values plotted
over time illustrate the changing certainty of the design process. This plot can suggest if designers are
sure of the alternative they have chosen already or have still not made a final decision.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Design Selection Evolution
The word occurrences of the six alternatives for the two selection problems in intervals were collected.
Figures 1-3 plot the frequencies of the three alternatives of Problem X at intervals of 10 minutes. The
dotted vertical lines mark three sessions in which the design process took place. Figure 1 shows how
Alternative XA of Problem X was mentioned often throughout the first period, briefly at the start of the
second, and then again throughout the third. This is consistent with a qualitative reading of the
transcript which showed that the alternative was “selected” at the end of the first interval, only to be
reconsidered in the third. Figure 2 complements Figure 1 and shows that, in the second stage,
Alternative XB was discussed after Alternative XA had already been chosen. Figure 3 shows that
Alternative XC was discussed constantly throughout the project. From comparison of Figure 1-3, it can
be seen that Alternative XC was discussed more frequently than Alternatives XA and XB throughout the
design process in Problem X.
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Figure 1. Word Frequencies for Alternative XA of Problem X
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Figure 2. Word Frequencies for Alternative XB of Problem X
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Figure 3. Word Frequencies for Alternative XC of Problem X

Figures 4-6 depict the frequency evolution of the three alternatives of Problem Y. Figure 4 shows that
Alternative YA was discussed in the first period and then again in the middle of the second period, but
it was not mentioned in the third period. Alternatives YB and YC were only mentioned at the beginning
of the first period (Figures 5 and 6). Comparing Figures 4-6 for Problem Y shows that mentions of
Alternative YA dominated the entire design process. Taken together, these basic frequency plots show
graphically when and how alternatives are being considered with respect to other design choices.
These plots were surprisingly consistent with qualitative assessments of the transcripts, and seemed to
accurately reflect the general decision-making process of the designers. Interestingly, one of the
findings of Yang [10] was that design language evolves rapidly over time because of the inherently
changing nature of conceptual design process. For example, at the beginning of a project, a designer
may refer to a component more generically (a “thing”) and then become more specific as design and
function become clearer. However, the same pattern of changing terminology was not found here, in
part because large scale re-design projects tend be based on well-established “legacy” projects, and the
language used to describe the projects likewise tends to be fairly fixed.
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Figure 4. Word Frequencies for Alternative YA of Problem Y
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Figure 5. Word Frequencies for Alternative YB of Problem Y
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Figure 6. Word Frequencies for Alternative YC of Problem Y
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49

Information Entropy

4.2 Design selection certainty
The selection probabilities of all six alternatives and information entropies of the two design choices at
all time intervals were calculated according to Equation 1 and Equation 2. Figure 7 shows the
information entropies of Problem X plotted over time. It suggests that the team actively discussed the
alternatives in the first period and perhaps agreed on an alternative in the early stage of the second
period where the entropy value is 0, but then diverged again in the third period. This conjecture is
partially validated by correspondences with Figures 1-3, and also by a qualitative reading of the
original transcript. Figure 8 shows that entropy value of Problem Y is almost 0 except at the beginning
of the design process. It means that the designers only discussed this component selection problem
early on and were perhaps more certain the alternative should be chosen for this selection problem
from the later part of the first period until the end. From the combination of Figure 8 and Figures 4-6,
it could be predicted that Alternative YA would be chosen for Problem Y, which was validated by
examining the original transcript.
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Figure 7. Information Entropy for Problem X
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Figure 8. Information Entropy for Problem Y

5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The methodology presented in this paper suggests a way to model the design selection process through
word frequency analysis and entropy analysis, and may lead to a novel way to understand the nature of
design choices over time. In response to the research questions posed in the introduction of this paper,
“What does the evolution of design alternative choices over time look like?” and “How does selection
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certainty of a design choice change over time?,” this study gives two case examples that show
somewhat different results. It was expected that design alternative choices would oscillate in a largescale system design problem, and this was true for some design alternatives but not for others. It was
anticipated that information entropy would decrease overall with the progress of the design process but
the results suggest that patterns are more complex. While this pattern was true for Problem Y, the
results for Problem X show that decisions were settled and then became open again for discussion.
However, the design process of Problem X did not seem to be well resolved in Figure 7, as the
alternative choice was not certain even at the end of the third period. The results of this preliminary
study indicate that this approach may be useful in illustrating in detail the progress of early stage
design process, but need to be validated and refined on a broader range of design problems.
The method described in this paper makes some simplifying assumptions on how much information
about a design is known a priori. Such assumptions are generally true for large system design problem
that draw heavily on legacy designs. However, there are several notable engineering design scenarios
in which the methods described in this paper may not apply. In particular, the first is when the
alternatives are unknown, as in the case of a novel design. This method also assumes discrete design
alternatives and it does not apply when the selection range of the design variable is continuous. An
example of a continuous variable might be the diameter of a component. There are infinite
alternatives in the case when the design variable is continuous, so it is impossible to collect the
information of all alternatives.
Future work can take a number of directions. The second assumption can be modified to more closely
model real-world problems. Instead of assuming a directly linear relationship, a model can be
constructed to describe the more complex relationship between what designers say and what designers
think. Applying this model to design documentation or transcripts will provide a more accurate model
of the designers’ selection process and certainty.
Future research will use concept or semantic weighting instead of frequency to measure the
occurrences of the alternatives. The influence of other context-related or semantic-related terms that
modify alternatives will be examined. For example, in the context of Alternative A, the word “not” or
“no” or “hardly” would be given a negative weight on this alternative. During the design process,
designers may use different words to represent the same or the similar meanings. The degree of
similarity of different words or phrases should also be considered. Basic lexical relationships among
the key words will be determined and the semantic analysis will be employed to extract lexical
information such as synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, holonymy, troponymy
[32, 33]. Appraisals [34] of the design alternatives will also be quantified to give weightings on the
design alternatives. For example, the appraisal word “great” on an alternative in the contextual
discussion will give more weighting on that alternative than the appraisal word “good”. All these
further methods will give more accurate measures of the design alternatives.
In this study, fixed time intervals were specified as a preliminary way to test the approach. The biggest
risk of this approach is that there may be too many key alternative words in some intervals, and too
few in others to have a meaningful amount of information to examine. This was not a problem for the
case study described in this paper as the design team was very intensively concentrated, and the
session chosen was not very long. However, for a more complicated and longer design process, fixed
time intervals may be insufficient. Future work would involve other approaches to specifying variable
time intervals. Transitional words and long time gaps between utterances of alternatives could be
taken as indicators as the separators of the time intervals. In the situation with variable time intervals,
the word occurrences of alternatives should be normalized over the time duration to make the
frequency consistent over the whole design process.
Finally, future work will consider how word frequency and selection certainty measures can be
integrated to provide a more comprehensive measure of the design process and describe the design
process in a more accurate way.
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